CONCLUSION

This research begins with the idea that press is a political actor/institution in its own right. Under such concept, it can play and adopt variety of roles, as being an agent of stability, agent of restraint, and agent of change. Such political roles are not mutually exclusive since they are available to the same media outlets at a different political junctures. In the 1990-1998 (in the last years of Soeharto era), Indonesian political role of press was proven by Duncan McCargo (2003) to adopt the three roles simultaneously, which eventually brought a positive effect towards the nation’s transition to democracy.

In this study, therefore, the writer tried to identify further such roles in the next transition era of democracy (1999-2002). Looking at the most influential and biggest newspaper, the Kompas Daily, as a case study by observing in 2001 Wahid’s impeachment processes, the writer is able to prove that press is still a political actor.

Under the political setting, Kompas indeed posed a bivalent role simultaneously: agent of restraint and agent of stability. It changed the role to become an agent of restraint, providing check and balance to the established order and in the meantime being an agent of stability, accommodating an alternative views in accordance to the idea of helping preserve social and political order.
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ABSTRACT

The cultural imperialism theory emerged as a debate topic among scholars in the early 1970 (Thussu, 2000; Christophers, 2007). Suggesting that the system worked through nations by that time could lead, or probably did already, into serious cultural damage particularly in the Third World countries, cultural imperialism theory gained attention.

There were those who agreed with explanation that an imbalance flow of information was happening, with cultural damage as one of its consequences. Further research and discussions were then performed to, in general, minimize the impact. On the contrary, there were then some who argued that cultural imperialism theory was no longer relevant for many reasons, backed up by sensible case studies.

One of the well known ways to demonstrate the irrelevance of cultural imperialism theory, popular under the term ‘counter cultural imperialism’, was through the local film industry (Oliveira, 1993; Jin, 2007). Nevertheless advance study performed by these scholars demonstrated that what happened in the movie industry was not really that promising as fights against cultural imperialism, but more like another shape of cultural imperialism.

The other popular opposition hypotheses that the same issues and matters are now discussed not under ‘cultural imperialism’ but the theory of ‘Globalisation’ (McQuail, 2005; Christophers, 2007; Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism, 2002; Sakellaropoulos, 2009). Talked mostly about how distance is now not a big problem anymore, thanks to technology that has developed in brisk improvement, globalisation is indeed mentioned in various kind of discipline.

Experts on economic/finance/ business, techno-
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I. CULTURAL IMPERIALISM

The development of cinema and television played an important role in raising concern from scholars about cultural matters. As McQuilks pointed out, the cultural experience that used to be “mediated by personal contact, religious ceremonies and public performance” is now “produced by the major industries...even when it appears in local or national variants and languages” (2005, p.114). Through movies and television programmes formed by The First World countries in one place, with a traditional, passive audience, even the poorest areas in the Third World, were able to get information about what was happening in another place (Wunderlich & Warrier, 2007). That, ideally, should be something good, if only the flow were balance between both sides.

Unfortunately, what happened was far from balance. Experts quickly spotted the imbalance condition right away with its effects, and that was when the discussion about cultural imperialism started. Basically the theory talks about how in many places in the world, Third World countries in particular, there were new forms of dependency emerging. This argument grew out from the fact that audience all over the world, from different cultures and backgrounds, were watching television programmes produced by only several countries.

Motives of these producer countries, according to texts available on this subject, vary from profit to profit. One scholar addressed clear opinion on “The United States cultural imperialism goals” was Petras (1993; cited in Golding and Harris, 1997:6) who claimed the two major constrains are economic—that is “to capture markets for its cultural commodities”, and political—to “establish hegemony by shaping popular consciousness”.

These goals were supported not just by the government and tools invented by the country, but also by the huge market that simultaneously operates hand in hand on spreading products, instruments and, unintentionally or hidden, ideology. Information from outside the Third World countries were flowing inside more rapidly, building worries for some who realized the further impacts, such as Schiller who became one of early scholars to write about and define cultural imperialism in the first edition of his book; Mass Communication and American Empire (1969, cited in Christophers, 2007, p.1).

The sum of the processes by which a society is brought into the modern world system and how it’s dominating stratum is attracted, pressured, forced and sometimes bribed into changing social institutions to correspond to, or even to promote the value and structures of the dominant centre of the system.

(Schiller 1976, cited in Thussu 2000, p.61)

This definition was then revised in the second edition of Mass Communication and American Empire that was published in 1992. Seeing the changes that happened, Schiller no longer thinks that the term “cultural imperialism” provides a suffice explanation for what is happening worldwide. Instead, he suggested that those to blame were now narrowed to “transnational corporation” who he believed are “continuing heavy favour of US media know-how derived from long experience with marketing and entertainment skills and practices” (Schiller, 1992, pp.14-15).

When communication processes become too intense, it would not be wise to see it as a normal condition, especially in regards on how it would influence democratization process (Amin, 1997). Amin demonstrated how “intensification of communication” run by this “capitalist system” would not be a “liberating or democratizing factor” by giving example about “observer who does not see Western life on a daily basis is always struck by the incredible brain-washing of the dominant media” (Amin, 1997, p. 17). He argued, one need to remember that there is high possibility that a product would be accepted differently by people in different society because they were also facing different problems (Amin, 1997, p. 22). Encoding-decoding theory by Stuart Hall also highlighted the same issue saying that it is not just the matter of how the producer framed some information but it is also about how the audience accept it (1974/1980; cited in McQuils, 2005, p.112).

Trying to fight back this domination, New World Information and Communication Order (NWICO) became noticeable in the early 1970s claiming that the First World countries were “conditioning the masses to the interest of those powers” and it caused people in the Third World countries into becoming “the victims of dominations in information”. Several key areas spotted through these meetings in order to minimize harmful impact of cultural imperialism were news flow, television flow, advertising and communication technology (Roach, 1997).

In 1980 the MacBride Commission submitted another report on this matter to the United Nation Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). It emphasized the support given from UNESCO to the movement and challenged the accused (First World) countries to give some soft to hard responses.

Roach (1997) reviewed these responses, and sharply demonstrated how the reaction grew as the movement become visible. These countries’ reaction to cultural imperialism discourse reached its peak when The United States (in 1984) and The United Kingdom (in 1985) withdrew from UNESCO (Unesco.org, 2006), accusing that the organization was trying “to prevent freedom of speech and freedom of press” (Margaret Thatcher to the Associated Press, 21 November 1984; cited in Roach, 1997).

Fortunately for the cultural imperialism warriors, that tough reaction drew even more attention worldwide. However, critics also started to question some flaws founded in the theory. Sreberny-Mohammadi strongly criticized cultural imperialism as an “ill-defined” concept and suggested another better-constructed notion to address problems caused by imbalance flow of information between The First and Third World countries. What Sreberny-Mohammadi thought is “more narrowly focused” was the notion of media imperialism (Sreberny-Mohammadi, 1997), which actually related to John Tomlinson’s work earlier in 1991.

In arguing how cultural imperialism actually worked, Tomlinson in Cultural Imperialism captured the term from four different angles; Cultural Imperialism as media imperialism, cultural imperialism as a discourse of nationality, cultural imperialism as the critique of global capitalism, and cultural imperialism as the critique of modernity. Media as “the most common focus for discussion of cultural imperialism” (p.23), led Tomlinson to propose two ways to centred cultural imperialism on the media: “either as the dominance of one culture’s media over another; or as the global spread of ‘mass-culture’ as such” (p.22).

Even lately when many countries that used to be “television programmes importers” became able to produce their own series that then dominated the audience’s attention, many scholars succeeded in proving that it did not signify the death of cultural/media imperialism. In 1993 Oliveira started with very convincing statistical data that says Latin America’s film industry was free from imperialism for they did
II. GLOBALISATION

Trying to be more careful and not too optimistic—if not pessimistic, in discussing “modernity” and “globalisation”, Lull (2000) saw them not just as “stages in world history but also as destructive, irreversible developments driven by First World economic interests”. Here we can sense some sentiments that seem familiar and remind us of the emotions in previous discussions: awareness and suspiciousness. Particularly for globalisation, Lull drew attention to the fact that for many critics, “globalisation is not just a flow”, it is “a world system of exploitation”.

A slightly different tone comes from Anthony Giddens as the one who first used the term ‘globalisation’:

...the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa. This is such a dialectical process because such local happenings may move in an observe direction from the very distanciated relations that shaped them. Local transformation is as much a part of globalisation as the lateral extension of social connection across time and space.

(Giddens, 1990, p.64)

Roland Robertson (1992, p.8) combined “intensification of consciousness” and “compression of the world” in his definition of globalisation. There is also similar opinions from Held and McGrew (2007) who see globalisation as a “widening, deepening, and speeding up of worldwide interconnectedness”. All these outlooks on globalisation mentioned rapid growth in technology, economy etc., that simultaneously becomes clearer how broad the concept is that has been happening for the past fifty years. The fourth one happened in 1925 to the late 1960s when what Robertson called “international regimes and institutions” such as United Nations and International Monetary Fund became parts of the world’s political and economic system. The last phase is still going on until today, with rapid growth in information and communication technology which “have increased the speed and volume of the circulation of goods, capital, services, ideas, and people”.

As globalisation became popular, the fact became clearer how broad the concept is that to see it by phases like Robertson did helped a
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III. CULTURAL IMPERIALISM VS GLOBALISATION

Three phases in international communication research according to Golding and Harris are happy optimism, cultural imperialism, and globalisation. It was obvious that for Golding and Harris, cultural imperialism and globalisation are two different theories in two different times. However, if we compare the way scholars from both theories tried to minimize the confusion we would begin to spot some similarities.

Tomlinson (1991) suggested that we approach cultural imperialism with four different ways: cultural imperialism as media imperialism, cultural imperialism as a discourse of nationality, cultural imperialism as the critique of global capitalism, and cultural imperialism as the critique of modernity. The same method was applied by Appadurai (1996) who uses ethnoscapes, mediascapes, tecnoscapes, financescapes and ideoscapes in discussing global cultural flows. We can see there at least two points from each scholar that were actually talking about similar issues.

First, what was discussed by Tomlinson when he sees cultural imperialism as media imperialism is how to placed media in the notion; if media was driving the changes or if media was just following. It has not that big difference with Appadurai’s explanation on how media works as crucial instrument in global culture flows process. Second, cultural imperialism as the critique of global capitalism from Tomlinson could also relate to description about financescape (Appadurai, 1996, p. 34) where Appadurai also addressed critic to global capitalism.

The previous paragraph demonstrates how under different terms, scholars were actually discussing similar problems. The concept of “time compression” (Waters, 2000) in globalisation was basically explaining “intensification of communication” in cultural imperial-

ism only in a smoother and less offending way. NWICO and Antiglobalization movements were demanding the same order, only under different time and different terms.

We can see that conflicts in society nowadays have not changed that much. The First World countries still dominate the system, as Third World countries are still the victim. This fact can be seen from critics against the system that was operating, no matter what the names were; in both cultural imperialism and globalisation the dominant spectrum was always First World countries caused same trouble for Third World countries.

Golding and Harris (1997) pointed out that if we look behind all those critiques on cultural imperialism theory and the emerging of a new term that made “the dynamic of imperialism have become complex and inconsistent”, it is easy to notice that “the old forms of inequality and mendacity that lay behind them still remain”.

IV. CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTIONS

In defining globalisation, Robert-son (1992) mentioned “the compression of the world” which according to Waters (2000) referred to the “increasing level of interdependence between national systems by way of trade, military alliance and domination and cultural imperialism” (Waters, 2000). Based on this demonstration we could then conclude that cultural imperialism theory is therefore a part of the globalisation concept, which should be translated carefully otherwise it would only make both concepts even more complicated and impossible.

Either way, therefore I would suggest that the notion of cultural imperialism still exists and is not yet to be called ‘a thing of the past’. The term itself still makes appearances in discussion on related topics, but moreover the effect of cultural imperialism is far away from gone. As Sakellaropoulos (2009) argued, the so-called “transition to the new scale of capitalism” is nothing else but “imperialism in its modern phase”.

After all it is not under what term we discuss the issue, but how aware are we of the real condition that is going on. Changes are happening, but not really toward the better end. The system has become more complicated; The media paints beautiful pictures of the world out there and makes us believe in it, yet exploitation still takes place, and majority of people in the Third World countries do not realize how they have been victimized (Golding and Harris, 1997; Lull, 2000). However, in regards to this “paradox with no happy solution in sight” (Lull, 2000), Amin (1997) tried to be more optimistic by saying that there is still “alternatives to this bleak future” namely “the struggle for a socialist alternative at all levels, national and international”.
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ABSTRACT

Globalization is a special phenomenon in human civilization that moves on the global community and is part of the global human processes. The presence of information and communication technologies to accelerate the globalization of this. Globalization touches all the important aspects of life. Globalization creates new challenges and problems that must be answered, solved in an effort to harness globalization for the benefit of life. In general, globalization means the increasing linkages between the people and places as a result of advances in transportation technology, communications, and information that led to the convergence of political, economic, and cultural. The discourse of globalization as a process characterized by the rapid development of science and technology so that it can fundamentally change the world. International transport and communications have removed the boundaries of each nation’s culture. Marshall McLuhan’s global village pioneer idea in his book Understanding Media, 1964 said: “Today, after more than a century of electricity and technology, we have extended our central nervous system itself in a global embrace, abolishing both space and time as far as our planet is concerned.”
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PRAWACANA

Budaya pop sekarang tidak identik dengan budaya Barat, tetapi belahan Asia mulai menunjukkan kemampuan creatif budaya dengan menjadi penganus budaya pop. Selain Jepang, Korea pun mulai menunjukkan taring sebagai negara produsen budaya pop melalui tayangan hiburan dan menjadi saya ingan berat bagi Amerika dan Eropa. Hal ini sejalan dengan kemajuan industri hiburan Korea dan kestabilan ekonomi mereka.

Dalam dekade terakhir, wabah budaya pop Korea mulai mendominasi an-akan dan remaja, budaya pop Korea ternyata mampu men-